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Not the Cabinet

and Prime Minister

Many columnists have harshly criticized the
government and His Highness the Prime
Minister as of late. Members of Britain’s

parliament, the world’s oldest, recently criticized
the Prime Minister for visiting the new US presi-
dent, and inviting him to visit Britain. Most of those
members criticized Donald Trump’s policy towards
immigrants and Muslims in general. 

Such criticism is staged and both the British and
Kuwaiti people know better. Britain has had hun-
dreds of years of democracy, while Kuwait faces
challenges with neighbors who still know nothing
about democracy. 

Generation after generation, people have been
calling cabinet members to show more patriotism,
but many of  them only acted according to the old
saying that says ‘finders keepers.’ This has been the
base of endless public fund violations inside and
outside Kuwait.

Those violations were innumerable because the
looters either had blue jackets, thought they have
or even never had any jacket of any color. They just
want to join the club. So, they picked their bags and
started shopping in a yard of blackmail and bid-
dings to end up taking a first class ticket to the front
seats in a state where all acquaintances and loved
ones who knew on which side bread is buttered are
relaxing, sharing goodies and drinking coffee. 

Those columnists seem to have forgotten, or to
be pretending to have forgotten, large and small
countries that caused both the World Wars. They
have no objection to driving us a third, so that they
can sell spare parts for the planes and fighters they
sell during proxy wars they meticulously planned
for. Dear readers, you do know all the sides of these
wars and you do have the answers!
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Oman, Kuwait eye

closer development

cooperation

KUWAIT: Chairman of Oman Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (OCCI), Dhofar governorate Abdullah Al-
Rawas has stressed the importance of boosting coop-
eration ties with Kuwait in the field of joint develop-
ment programs. Rawas made his remarks yesterday on
the sidelines of his visit to the country, adding that his
visit is part of completing the joint cooperation pro-
gram between OCCI and the Kuwaiti-based Arab
Planning Institute (API), which was signed between
the two sides in September 2014.

He called for strengthening the aspects of coopera-
tion and building a long-lasting strategic relation
between OCCI and API in the field of human resources
training and development, in addition to taking
advantage of the Kuwaiti institute’s services in capabil-
ity-building. API has organized a number of training
courses and workshops for OCCI in the past period, in
addition to offering courses on investment studies, the
Omani official noted.

He also pointed out the Omani chamber’s ambition
for enhancing its human resources, increasing their
efficiencies, and boosting their competitive abilities in
a way that contributes to creating occupational stabili-
ty for the Omani citizen.  Furthermore, API has long
experiences and expertise in the field of human
resources training, development, and institutional sup-
port, making it an ideal partner for attaining OCCI’s
vision, Rawas added.

He indicated that such a vision is in line with API’s
main goals, including enhancing Arab workers’ level
and quality in public and private sectors through pro-
viding them with various training courses.
Meanwhile, Rawas commended Kuwait’s role in host-
ing joint Arab institutes, including API, and keenness
on bolstering Arab-Arab ties under the wise leader-
ship of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. — KUNA 

By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Education’s
Undersecretary Dr Haitham Al-Athari
stressed that terminating expatriate teach-
ers from public schools was being done for
the greater good and only includes teach-
ers of certain subjects who can be substi-
tuted with Kuwaitis already available and
awaiting recruitment. Athari added that
expatriate teachers who are the children of
Kuwaiti mothers and husbands of Kuwaiti
women would be exempted from the deci-
sion. He also noted that teachers who have
children studying in grade 11 would be
exempted for one more year until their chil-
dren finish high school. In addition,
responding to pleas made to change spe-
cialties to sub-majors so that the teachers
could teach other subjects, Athari stressed

that the ministry is only committed to the
main specialty. 

Aptitude tests
MP Khalil  Abul rejected Kuwait

University’s decision to restrict access to
aptitude tests to grade 12 students only,
with the excuse of a lack of budget. Abul
urged Minister of Education and Minister of
Higher Education Dr Mohammad Al-Faris
to intervene and undo the decision.   

Traffic congestions
MP Osama Al-Shaheen said along with

MPs Mohammed Al-Dallal, Jamaan Al-
Harbash, Abdullah Fahhad and
Abdulwahab Al-Babtain, he filed a proposal
to be discussed on March 7 session con-
cerning traffic congestions. Shaheen added
that the proposal urged the public facilities’

committee to discuss the issue and come
up with both short and long term solutions
and to report with recommendations that
will be discussed in May. Speaking at a
press conference held at the parliament,
Shaheen said that Kuwait is ranked fourth
worldwide in the number of vehicles per
kilometer. “Kuwait is experiencing a real
dilemma, and over 85 percent of the road
capacity is already used up,” he underlined,
pointing out that Kuwait’s roads capacity is
only for 600,000 vehicles, while the actual
number is currently 1.6 million. 

Priorities
Head of the parliament’s priorities com-

mittee MP Thamer Al-Sowait said the com-
mittee prioritized amending the citizenship
and election laws to be discussed on March 7.
Sowait added that the committee met three

government bodies to discuss the delay in
issuing executive charters of five laws.   

Internal auditors
The Cabinet’s Secretary General

Abdullatif Al-Roudhan said reports made by
internal auditors at various ministries and
government establishments for the fiscal
year 2015-2016 showed that prior monitor-
ing had been followed in 51 out of 65 gov-
ernment bodies. Roudhan explained that
internal auditors made 451,395 transactions
during the same year. He also said that the
auditors’ body chairman made some recom-
mendations to limit financial violations and
mandate government bodies to get Central
Tenders Committee, State Audit Bureau,
consultant houses committee or any other
relevant bodies’ prior approval before sign-
ing, extending or renewing any contracts. 

Terminating expat teachers

serves greater good: Official
Proposal at parliament to discuss traffic jams

Man shoots wife

dead in Taima
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A Saudi national shot his Kuwaiti wife dead at
their Taima house yesterday. The woman arrived to Jahra
Hospital with fatal gunshot wounds on the head and chest
areas. She was already dead when she arrived to the hospi-
tal. Police were able to put the man under control, as he
was taken in custody and sent to public prosecution for
investigations to reveal his motives. 

Blood samples
Residency detectives arrested an Asian male nurse for

mishandling patients’ blood samples. Detectives were
approached by an Asian worker who reported that a nurse
took a blood sample from him and registered it in the
name of a suspect in a criminal case in exchange for mon-
ey. Based on these information, the nurse was arrested and
he confessed to the crime. He further indicated that he
committed similar acts in the past. He was sent to con-
cerned authorities to face charges.

Passports terminated
The Interior Ministry ’s Relations and Security

Information Department said unidentified thieves broke
into Doha service center and took documents and old
passports, nationality certificates and an ATM card, along
with other materials. The statement said that validity of the
documents was terminated, and there are no new elec-
tronic passports among the stolen material. Investigations
are underway. By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs and Minister
of State for Municipal Affairs Mohammed Al-Jabri said yes-
terday that the electronic system of issuing construction
licenses will end the bureaucracy and problems faced
while issuing licenses. Speaking to reporters after launch-
ing the new service at Mubarak Al-Kabeer municipality
branch, Jabri said issuing a construction license used to
take a whole month before, but now it will only take an
hour through the new system. “This new service will
change the bad image people had about the municipality;
that it is delaying transactions because of too much
bureaucracy,” he stressed, adding that the service would be
available in other governorates by the end of the year. Jabri
said the system was already linked with the Public
Authority of Civil Information (PACI) and the ministries of
justice and of electricity and water, and will be linked with
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry within a month.
Kuwait Municipality’s Director Ahmed Al-Manfouhi also

spoke during the visual presentation made to launch the
service, noting that His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s praise of the municipality has
doubled the responsibility on municipality officials. 

Qatari, Kuwaiti 

generals mull

over joint topics

DOHA: Qatari Amiri Guard Commander Major General
Hazza bin Khalil Al Shahwani met yesterday with visit-
ing Kuwaiti Amiri Guard Commander Brigadier Fahad
Abdulrahman Al Zaid and his accompanying delega-
tion.  The meeting came on the sidelines of the joint
exercise Gulf Falcon 2 between the Qatari Amiri Guard
and the Kuwaiti Amiri Guard, Qatar News Agency
(QNA) reported.  The exercise will come to close on
Wednesday morning. During the meeting, both gener-
als reviewed a set of issues of mutual interest within
the framework of promoting bilateral cooperation and
exchanging military experience between the two
countries, it added. — KUNA

Kuwait participants

in int’l seminar on

violent extremism

BRUSSELS: An official at Kuwait Ministry of Awqaf and
Islamic Affairs participated yesterday in an international
seminar about countering cyber violent extremism, held at
the European Commission in Brussels.

Khulaif Al-Ohtaina, Assistant
Undersecretary for Coordination
and International Relations and
Hajj, said the seminar discussed
European legislations and counter-
ing violent extremism via social
media. He added that the partici-
pants also discussed importance of
boosting security coupled with
protection of individuals in acquir-
ing information. They also dis-
cussed experience of the Arab
countries attending the seminar in
countering violent extremism, he
said. Othaina said the objective of

the seminar was to strengthen cooperation between the
Arab countries and the European Union in countering vio-
lent extremism. He underlined the importance of similar
seminars “specially that Islam is a religion of moderation
and rejects all forms of extremism.

Othaina said the Ministry of Awqaf has been highlight-
ing principle of moderation. The seminar, organized by the
European Commission, European Parliament and European
Islamic Conference, was attended by officials from France,
Germany, Britain, Belgium, Sweden, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
Morocco, the UAE and Egypt. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs and Minister of State for Municipal Affairs Mohammed Al-Jabri
attends the press conference. — KUNA

Electronic system speeds up

issuing construction licenses

Kuwait Municipality’s Director Ahmed Al-Manfouhi

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) sponsored a campaign organized recently by Kuwait Society for
the Protection of Animals and their Habitat (K’S PATH). The campaign was held to spread awareness about envi-
ronment protection and the importance of plantation projects in Kuwait’s desert.

LONDON: Kuwait’s Assistant Foreign
Minister for Development and
International Cooperation affairs
Ambassador Nasser Al-Sabeeh stressed
yesterday the importance of increasing
pressure on the so-called Islamic State (IS)
and undermining its use of cyberspace.

Sabeeh made his remarks on the
sidelines of his participation at the meet-
ing of the Coalition’s Communications
Working Group to Counter IS in London.
It is also important to prevent the terror-
ist group from gaining new supporters,
recruiting fighters, and sending encoded
e-messages to conduct terrorist acts,
said the Kuwaiti official, who heads
Kuwait’s delegation at the meeting.
Closer cooperation with the internation-
al community is essential to blocking IS
and other terrorist groups from using
the cyberspace entirely, Sabeeh noted.

The increasing danger of terrorism
around the world, as well as simplicity

and easiness of misusing the cyberspace
to conduct criminal operations, compel
everyone to bear their responsibilities,

and reflect the importance of opening
communication channels continuously
to eliminate terrorism. — KUNA

Kuwait stresses importance of

undermining IS cyberspace use

LONDON: Ambassador Nasser Al-Sabeeh attends the meeting of the Coalition’s
Communications Working Group to Counter IS in London. — KUNA

Khulaif Al-Ohtaina


